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WESTERN LANDMARK

CELEBR ATION OF PLACE
The Allison Inn & Spa showcases artwork from Oregon
WRITTEN BY

David M. Brown

From top: The Allison Inn is located in Oregon’s Willamette Valley, which is celebrated worldwide for its pinot noir and pinot gris; seven vineyards are planted on-site. | Artist Don
MacLane’s kinetic and interactive sculpture is inspired by his love for geometry, tools, old scientific instruments, machines, and the art of indigenous cultures of the Northwest Coast.
Photo courtesy of Art Elements Gallery
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Clockwise from top left: The Allison’s exterior finishes include polished wood, copper accents, glass, steel, and stone. | Among the many outdoor features at the Allison Inn is a terrace
with a fire pit and expansive vineyard views. | Portland artist Ivan McLean creates unique sculptures, such as this 60-inch-diameter powder-coated sphere. Photo courtesy of the Allison
Inn & Spa | The resort’s indoor swimming pool has folding floor-to-ceiling glass doors that open to the terrace and gardens in warm weather.
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the architect is saying, and the piece becomes
a harmonious composition with the existing
structure,” he says. “I love paradoxes and
possibilities — embracing the juxtaposition of
contrasting elements,” he says.
In Timeless Flight, three rectangular glass
panels are framed by locally-gathered cherry
branches, affirming the importance of the
Willamette Valley’s agriculture and its rich
soil; a deep sky-blue glass disk references the
Ken Austin III, son of hotel founder Joan Austin, designed and handcrafted a number of artworks at the Allison, including
the private dining table at JORY, with a chestnut top and stainless steel bottom. “The warmth of the honey brown wood
plays off the cool stainless base in a combination that reflects the kitchen’s wood-fired stove and stainless steel fixtures,”
he says. Photo courtesy of the Allison Inn & Spa

Allison’s spiral staircase. The area’s vineyards
are suggested by rows of parallel aluminum
slats that support the glassworks. Reynolds
made the textured molds to shape the glass by

Another centerpiece artwork tells a story about the Allison,

creating water-formed ripples on a sandy riverbank along the

its terrain, and architecture. Located in the hotel’s restaurant,

Oregon coast. “I want the panels to express, through local

a fused-glass, aluminum, and wood wall sculpture is a stylized

colors and textures, the breadth of glacier movements, how

aerial view of the hotel’s three wings. The artist, Gil Reynolds,

the topsoil came down to form our area — a sense of motion

has created glassworks for more than 40 years and works out

over millennia.”

of a studio about two miles from the resort.
“My work is site-specific, so I try to connect to what
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David M. Brown is an Arizona-based writer; azwriter.com.

Where the West meets your living space

How Kola Furniture
by Tim Lozier

307-250-0322 • howkola16@yahoo.com
Cody, Wyoming
www.howkolafurniture.com
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